Operationalizing
Your External
Workforce
Strategy for
Maximum Value
How to Select and Integrate
a Vendor Management
System and Establish a
Program Management Office

Planning for Success
If you’re reading this, chances are your business
already sees the need to extend its digital
transformation strategy to external workforce
management. This is an exciting time for your
business – and it is also a critical one for those
responsible for making this happen. Why? Because
the decisions you make now can have far-reaching
impacts on the success of your external workforce
program and the value your business ultimately
realizes from it.

Most important, to operationalize your external workforce strategy, you’ll need to create a program that includes the
components in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Components of an External Workforce Management Program
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This paper provides expert guidance around key components
of an external workforce program, including:
Choosing a vendor management system (VMS):
Your VMS plays a vital role in the success of your external
workforce strategy. It’s what digitally transforms external
workforce management so that your business has true
workforce visibility, effortless sourcing, efficiency-boosting
automation, real-time decision support, enforced compliance, and more.
Automating business processes by integrating your
VMS with complementary systems: A VMS shouldn’t
be an island in your IT landscape. It should be integrated to
complement your existing processes so that it can act as a
hub for processes in finance (such as vendor payments),
your HR information system (so you have total workforce
visibility), and more.

Building a program management team: The program
management team, or program management office (PMO),
plays a key role in helping business leaders source, hire,
onboard, manage, and offboard external workers on a
day-to-day basis. An external PMO resource, such as a managed
service provider (or MSP), can also help implement a VMS for
your business and use it to manage external workers on behalf
of your organization.

Let’s get
started

Selecting a Vendor
Management Solution
At this point in your journey, you’re probably already
evaluating different VMSs to determine the best one
to manage your external workforce and accommodate
your unique business policies, processes, and
objectives.

As you talk with solution providers and evaluate functionality, stay focused on the business case you developed for
this investment. It best captures what issues you want to tackle and the business outcomes you want to realize by
implementing an external workforce management strategy. For example, companies embark on these initiatives to:

Understand the mix of how
work is getting done and
determine the optimal
mix for their
organization

Ensure compliance with
local labor laws, safety
regulations, and regulatory
requirements
See how much they
are paying for talent
and if they are paying
market rates
Gain more visibility into spend
on labor external to their
organization and across
business functions

Identify where external
labor is engaged in
their organization

Ensure they are paying
contracted rates and
tenure requirements
are being met

As you talk with solution providers and evaluate functionality, stay focused on the business case you developed for
this investment. It best captures what issues you want to tackle and the business outcomes you want to realize by
implementing an external workforce management strategy. For example, companies embark on these initiatives to:

Understand who has access
to their facilities and
confidential business
information

Ensure quality work
is being delivered
Meet corporate
sustainability
goals
Ensure deliverables
are being met on time
and on budget

Reduce maverick
spend

Provide an inclusive
environment for
external workers

As you compare quotes and evaluate functionality, we strongly
encourage you to delve deeply into understanding the functionality
and flexibility of each solution to support your most complex use
cases. Too often, companies find that they must deploy a VMS to
find out what it can – and can’t – do in the real world. That’s not a
good place to be, and it can lead to costly rip-and-replace scenarios.
Some limitations and lack of customization you may be able to live
with, at least in the short term, but others you can’t, both today and in
the future.
To get your VMS choice right the first time, you also need to balance
the functional and integration considerations. These considerations
are based on years of consulting with customers – both greenfield
customers who have never used a VMS before and those seeking to
replace their existing VMS because it ultimately couldn’t meet
business needs.

STRATEGIC VMS CONSIDERATIONS
When thinking about technology to enable your external workforce strategy, make sure it can meet your longer-term
goals and needs – not just for today. Ripping and replacing technology that your business has outgrown is not only
costly but also disruptive to everyone who touches it inside and outside your organization.
Getting your VMS right the first time requires that you:
Plan for future needs: If there’s one lesson from the COVID-19
pandemic, it’s to anticipate change and disruption and build
resiliency into your business. The fact is, your business will
change over time through growth, global expansion, the introduction
of new lines of business, and even mergers and acquisitions – and
your VMS needs to support this change with ease. For example,
SAP® Fieldglass® solutions provide a mature, scalable, and fullfeatured VMS that can adapt and grow to meet new demands
as needed.
Consider your technology landscape and integration
requirements: To deliver essential value, your VMS needs to
integrate with complex IT systems across your enterprise – now
and in the future. For instance, SAP Fieldglass solutions address this
by providing an open, flexible approach to integration and support
for a variety of integration points, formats, and protocols to facilitate
rapid, repeatable integrations.

Prioritize flexibility to meet unique business needs: Look for a
highly configurable solution that can be used to support unique
needs and worker scenarios. For example, SAP Fieldglass solutions
enable you to manage different labor types across many locations –
both nationally and globally – where business areas may have unique
approval hierarchies. Your VMS should also accommodate different pay
rates for different types of tasks that a given worker does on a given day.
Choose a VMS that can be a true partner – not just a
technology provider: Your VMS provider should have the expertise
to consult on the roles and tasks that must be handled by your
program office and the various PMO models, how others measure
success, and more. Lastly, your VMS provider should help maximize
value realized long after the implementation. For instance, SAP Fieldglass
solutions implementation and adoption teams are available to support
you through your deployment, stabilization, and long-term journey.

FUNCTIONAL AND TECHNICAL VMS CONSIDERATIONS
As you evaluate different VMS options, be sure to take into consideration the following functional requirements.
Each one is essential to successfully supporting a modern external workforce strategy.
Total external workforce visibility: Ensure you can integrate
your VMS with your HR information systems to give your
organization real-time visibility of internal and external resources
across the enterprise and the ability to balance the makeup of your
workforce as needed.
Total external workforce spend management: Your VMS should
enable hiring managers to track spend against budget – and
business leaders to look holistically at the bigger picture of
your spend in one connected, intelligent view, so they can plan more
strategically for the future. Ideally, you need native application support
of complex rate structures, taxation, and invoice requirements across
all categories and geographies of spend, including services.

Advanced reporting and business intelligence: With a VMS
that has robust data analytics and machine learning capabilities,
you can quickly benchmark pricing for talent with specific skills and
experience requirements and keep pay competitive, so your best talent
isn’t lured away. It should also allow you to run hiring scenarios, initiate
talent strategy and planning, propose the best candidates for positions,
and more, supporting better enterprise-wide decision-making.
Efficient, connected processes: From the moment a resource is
requested to the time workers are offboarded, your VMS should take
automated actions that eliminate tedious administrative tasks and
help ensure best-practice procedures are used across the enterprise.
Hiring managers should also have access from anywhere to instantly
approve or reject items, enabling the respective workflow to progress
without delay.

Support for reaching diversity and inclusion goals: Can the
VMS help your organization advance its commitments to socially
responsible external workforce engagements? For example, it can
allow you to flag diverse suppliers to help ensure they participate in
requisition processes and provide app extensions to external talent
networks focused on inclusivity.

Global capabilities and footprint: Even if your business isn’t
operating internationally today, it’s wise to plan ahead for it.
Strategic use of contingent workers and service providers can be
essential to executing on global strategies quickly and affordably. You’ll
need a VMS that can support your plans – anywhere in the world – in a
compliant, secure way.

Security and compliance: A VMS must ensure the privacy,
confidentiality, integrity, and availability of the computing
environment and data that resides in its system. Equally important,
to help ensure auditable compliance, it needs functionality to address
global and local regulations.

A fully exposed administration layer for self-management
by IT: You don’t want to be beholden to your solution provider’s
support team to administrate your VMS. It can be costly and hinder
the agility of your business to grow and expand internationally. It’s
important that your IT department can fully self-manage the integration
infrastructure, as well as enable customers and partners to self-manage
without requiring technology platform involvement.

Integrating a
VMS for Maximum
Process Automation
and Business Value
One of the most important drivers of return on
investment from your VMS is your integration
strategy. If you have the right integration plan
and the right VMS, your VMS can do the bulk
of external workforce management for you.

What’s key is this: the more you integrate with complementary systems, the more your VMS can automate
end-to-end processes such as:
Master and foundational data management – to help
ensure data integrity between your source systems, such
as your ERP or HR information system, and the VMS
Purchasing compliance – to facilitate purchase
order alignment (which is commonly required in
services engagements)
Total workforce visibility and management – to
drive alignment with your HR systems and workforce
practices
On- and offboarding compliance – which is essential
to ensuring proper credentialing and provisioning for
security and access controls
Vendor invoicing – so you can automate this traditional
manual process to eliminate errors, reduce reconciliation
measures, and support faster vendor payments

End-to-end process automation, in turn, enables you to:
Set up a lean, efficient PMO that minimizes manual
work – and thus headcount for lower operational costs
Reduce manual work and time-consuming, error-prone
integration and data entry
Increase efficiency and productivity, which lowers operational costs and frees up staff to do higher-value work
Have the option of moving to an in-house PMO, if you are
currently outsourcing this work

As you consider how to operationalize your external
workforce management strategy, start planning and
budgeting for an optimized integration strategy that
allows your business to fully exploit the end-to-end
process automation capabilities of your VMS. You don’t
need to integrate everything right from the start.
For example, an initial deployment of SAP Fieldglass
solutions may involve focusing on integrations that
support your top business priority: enabling a comprehensive, automated source-to-pay process. This would

mean prioritizing integration with finance systems
and procurement systems. As you deploy more
SAP Fieldglass solutions over time, you can plan
for other integrations with HR information systems
and ERPs, for example.
As an example of a VMS with extensive integration
capabilities, consider Figure 2, which provides an
overview of the most common points of VMS
integration for SAP Fieldglass solutions.

SAP Fieldglass solutions can integrate with various sources of master data and partner
solutions to exchange transactional data.
SAP Fieldglass solutions tie into your master
data (ERP, human capital management, or HR
information system) for clarity and consistency
of information, including:
• User data and single sign-on
• Business and organizational unit data
• Cost accounting
• Site or location data
• Vendor data
SAP Fieldglass solutions integrate with your
application partners for flow of transactional
data, including:
• Purchase order data
• Invoicing data
• Worker data
• User access data
• Timekeeping data
Figure 2: Common Points of VMS Integration
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If you have the right
integration plan, your VMS
and connected systems can
do the bulk of the work. This
frees you to set up a lean,
efficient PMO to run your
program for you.

Preparing for
a Program
Management
Office
Every enterprise solution ultimately
involves people, processes, and
technology – and an external
workforce management solution is no
exception. The program management
office, or PMO, is staffed by the people
who use your VMS the most and
oversee the day-to-day operations of
your program.

Think of your PMO team as your HR department for external workers, supporting core functions that span:

Worker management:
Onboarding, offboarding,
terminations, and tenure
tracking

Supplier management:
Standardization of
processes, requisition
support, supplier
onboarding, training,
quality management,
and rationalization of
supplier contracts

Transaction monitoring
and audit: End-to-end
transaction lifecycle and
invoice process management

End-user support:
Requisition management
and candidate
engagement, user
training and tier 1
support, program
communications,
reporting, and user
setup

Quality and continuous
improvement: Measurement
and reporting, audits and surveys,
worker and supplier evaluations,
and process documentation

Spend and rate
management: Contract
types, rates, discount
programs, exception
management, and
analysis and reporting

Application
administration:
Application configuration, testing, data
management, and
reporting

Change management:
Communications and initial
and ongoing training of users
and suppliers

Risk mitigation:
Regulatory requirements,
compliance, IP protections,
and security

STAFFING A PMO: ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES
When properly configured, the right VMS can automate many tactical management tasks and
simplify PMO operations. But executing on a successful external workforce management
strategy also requires a functional PMO staffed by professionals who can provide governance,
carry out everyday business processes, make decisions, and oversee the VMS technology.
Table 1 provides a quick overview of key roles and responsibilities. In many cases, one person
can play multiple roles within a PMO.
Table 1: PMO Roles and Responsibilities
ROLE

RESPONSIBILITY

Program director

•
•
•
•

Program manager

• Align day-to-day program activities to realize strategic goals
• Leverage VMS applications and existing sourcing tools to effectively track and
manage projects
• Manage PMO team (process support, change management, training, and ongoing
improvement)

Manage strategic initiatives and relationships with executive leadership
Manage and foster supplier relationships
Conduct quarterly business reviews with executive leadership
Help ensure KPIs and service-level agreements are being met or exceeded

ROLE

RESPONSIBILITY

Program
coordinator(s)

•
•
•
•

Reports or data
analyst

• Create custom reports, including report delivery
• Respond to ad hoc report requests from stakeholders (such as executing and
sending reports)
• Translate requests by transforming data from reports into meaningful analytics

Application
administrator

•
•
•
•

Become a point of contact for all updates and changes to the VMS application
Assess, design, and test new features released by the VMS vendor
Review and investigate integration errors
Plan, design, and implement process enhancements through configuration and
then assess impacts

Supplier manager

•
•
•
•
•

Execute a global supplier strategy and assess the supplier portfolio and gaps
Receive requests and vet new suppliers
Manage new-supplier onboarding
Negotiate contracts and terms with suppliers
Review supplier performance

Handle day-to-day management of “requisition-to-check” lifecycle process
Interact with end users and help expedite processes and resolve issues
Communicate changes to software affecting the user base
Enable supplier-buyer issue mediation

When staffing a PMO, staff it
according to the workload
and desired output. If a
PMO is understaffed and
overstretched, your business
can’t realize the full value
of SAP Fieldglass solutions.

STRUCTURING A PMO: FLEXIBLE MODEL OPTIONS
PMO models are incredibly flexible with lots of options
– so don’t think a lack of internal resources needs to
derail your external workforce strategy. When planning
your PMO, consider your resources and whether it
makes sense to build a PMO office staffed internally or

to outsource all or part of your PMO to outside experts.
(Your PMO approach can change over time and as your
strategy changes, so don’t feel like you’re locked into
your initial PMO model.)
As shown in Figure 3, there are lots of ways to set up
and run your PMO.
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Business users
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Internal program
management office (PMO)

Program sponsor
External PMO (MSP)

Vendors

Figure 3: Flexible PMO Models to Meet Every Need and Budget
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Table 2 provides an overview of the three most
common PMO models. If you opt for the convenience of
an outsourced model to get your PMO started, you can

easily transition to a combination model, for example,
as your organization gains the resources and skill sets
needed to take on certain PMO activities.

Table 2: Common PMO Models

SELF-MANAGED
OR IN-HOUSE

The PMO is managed by your
organization’s internal resources. Your
internal resources also help implement
your VMS and run it.
This model drives your strategy from
within.

MSP-LED OR
OUTSOURCED

You engage an external recruitment
business to act as your PMO. They can
also implement your VMS for you.
This model allows you to benefit and
learn from the deep knowledge and
experience of an outside expert.

COMBINATION
In this model, your internal team assumes
responsibility for activities for which it has the
time, expertise, and resources to support, and
you outsource the rest to an MSP or partner.
The services you outsource can change as
your needs and strategy evolve.
This model drives your strategy from within
and externally.

Other varieties of these PMO models include:
Vendor or MSP on premise – where the MSP team
is physically located at the organization’s site
Multiple MSPs – where different MSPs manage the
external workforce program for different lines of business
or different geographic regions where your organization
operates

Your choice of PMO model should be driven by factors
such as:
• Your existing internal resources and expertise in the
external labor and services market (for example, in
tenure policies and mitigating co-employment)
• Your current contractual agreements
• The desired benefits from your external
workforce strategy

• The business processes that work best for
your organization
• The number of transactions and suppliers
being managed
• Your organization’s strategy and direction for
its workforce
• The effectiveness of your invoice process for
external workers
• Your organizational culture (for example, preference
for self-service versus use of a common shared service)
Your VMS provider should be able to help you think
through these and other considerations and guide
you in your decision and final implementation.

HARNESSING OUTSIDE EXPERTISE
As a best practice, engage outside experts – including
MSPs, HR experts, PMO consultants, and systems
integrators of VMS solutions – who bring years of
experience and best practices to your PMO. Industry
experts have the knowledge to help ensure that your
VMS is set up to meet industry and regional requirements and enables compliance (for instance, to reduce
the risk of co-employment). And they can share best
practices so you can realize desired business goals
faster and greater return on investment earlier.

Going forward, external experts can help you stay on
top of changing legislation and compliance, identify
new growth opportunities, maximize program benefits,
monitor and respond to evolving industry trends such
as staffing shortages, and more. They can also help
your ongoing optimization of your external workforce
strategy as your business and industry changes.
NEXT STEPS
To learn more about SAP Fieldglass solutions and how
they can best meet your organization’s needs, contact
your SAP sales representative.
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